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We changed the ratio of women at retail conferences, as speakers,
attendees and first-to-market leaders around the global. 

IMPACT

We elevated the need for retail conferences to be more inclusive in
order to continue attract innovative underrepresented women

executives solving the future of modern work and business.

CHANGE

We filled over 500 keynotes and panels around the globe with innovative 
women leaders solving the future of retail and commerce. 

GROWTH

Program
Impact

www.remodista.com



Conference
Partnerships
World Retail Congress - Italy
Online Retailer - Australia
Inside Retail Live - Australia
eCommerce Summit - Chile
eCommerce Summit - Mexico 
Shoptalk - USA + Denmark
Money 2020 - USA + China
CES - USA
Shop.org - USA
Vtex - Brazil
IRCE - USA
NRF - USA
Retail Innovation Conference - US
Retail Summit - Dubai



This program allows you to educate the entire ecosystem of 

employees, customers, and partners who are seek access to 

education focused on innovation and disruption.

This framework could be customized and expedited quickly, 

in industries that are looking to close the gender gap where 

the buyers and sellers of technology meet.

In addition, the collaboration tools and community platform 

we have built will allow future programs to operate in a 

more seamless way while learning about retail disruption 

and innovation from key executive leaders.

Founder, Kelly Stickel
Remodista, Inc.
Women2Watch - A Purpose Program
Impact Report 2022
www.remodista.com
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The Brands of our
Women2Watch Program
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2010

2015

2018

2020

2022

2017

Remodista. Inc
Bricks+Mobile Conference Series
Breaking Glass Series

Women2Watch Program
Community Days

Annual Retail Look Book
HALO Research Community
Collective Think Series
Women Influence Chicago (Now at the ITA + 1871) 

Purpose Fashion Show
Remodista Innovation Lab
Women We Watch Film Studio

HALO's Purpose Oath
Virtual Purpose Fashion Show

W2W Impact Report
Professional Keynote Speakers

Timeline
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Modern Work Tools
We Built

www.remodista.com

Launched a Collective Think Series 
to pull top line data from a group of 
people to identify big patterns and 
trends to baseline new innovation 

Created Source Papers to share 
innovation with stakeholders 

holding the budget

We published an annual Look Book 
sharing retail insights and 

collaboration with our W2W

A B

C
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There is a need to un-silo the retail
business. It starts with an internal
conversation that allows the business to
un-silo its units. 

There is a need to talk in a way that
everyone can understand. Teach tech in a
way that non-technical people can
comprehend, internalize and hopefully re-
articulate to others  . 

Customer service expectations are high as
their last great experience.

Executive roles are blending together as
technology become pervasive in all areas
of the business.   

Make sure you have someone thinking 
globally.

Customers see you as one brand versus 
your commerce channels and points of 
entry.

Retail Statements
We Baselined in 2015 

Create customer innovation labs and 
observe how they experience the product. 
Sometimes technology is a limiting factor 
(when an offer is different online vs. in- 
store). 

Include a designer in every initiative, they 
consider the customer experience before 
the bottom line   Include everyone in the 
conversation. 

IoT - The physical world is constantly 
fielding innovation in an attempt to keep 
up with its Internet counterparts. 
Although tools and sensors are being built 
and deployed at an alarming rate, 
companies and individuals are lacking a 
framework to combine.

Everyone needs to spend a day at the
customer service center to better
understand the customer journey.

Those with a CRM platform will see smarter 
product mix, merchandising, and comp 
plans. 

Commerce channels can come together
versus compete with each other.

Instead of focusing on process innovation 
around failing technology, look at newer 
more agile solutions that will allow you to 
extend your products into the global 
market in a more seamless way.

Name a cross-functional leader who has 
neutrality in bringing leaders together and 
build out a cross-functional team to 
objectively look at the business.  

The background and experience of the 
CMO matters, and those who are more 
data-oriented will have a path to CEO.

With the pervasiveness of technology, a 
company should be able to make their 
internal business experience as 
sophisticated as the external customer 
experience by rethinking the way we work 
together.

We need to create a company taxonomy 
using the same words to describe the 
buying experience as the returning 
experience.

Disruptive technology is creating net new 
business processes.

Drop the e in e-commerce. e-Commerce is 
a strategy focused on the transaction, we 
are moving to strategies focused on the 
human behavior of the customer.

Omni-channel is not a relevant term. We
have one customer, one company, many
points of entry.

www.remodista.com 09



HALO 
Community Products

The program raised $750k from 2016-2019. In-kind and financial resources were utilized to execute the 
program while building a community platform and modern work tools.

10

Sampling of Program Sponsors

www.remodista.com

Women2Watch Program Channel HALO Research Community #HelpALeaderOut

Up-skilling Courses - Integrating Community 101



Knowledge From The Builder

As you find success, the ego grows. Find 
balance.

Who you are before, during and after pandemic will matter. 

Pay it forward.

There is always someone behind you, yet to be 
heard.

Purpose becomes more complex over time.

11www.remodista.com



Grabbed the 
Brass Ring 
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Kristy Chong built and launched 

Modibodi to solve her own life 

challenge. Essity acquired her company

for $140 million AUD. A leading 

leakproof apparel company

Julie Mathers founder of Flora & Fauna 

showed us that an environmental 

mission can be a powerful asset in the 

building and selling of a company. 

Acquired by BWX 27.9 Million AUD.

Swan Sit has been named "Queen of 

Clubhouse" with 3.5 million followers. She 

speaks professionally on business and 

culture. Her goal is to democratize 

information and access.

Denise Barreto became an executive 

producer on the show “Fly Brother”, which 

was acquired by public television in 2019 and 

has kicked off season two! She is changing 

the narrative through film.
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JuE Wong is the CEO + Board Member of

OLAPLEX. A steward and early adopter of

omni channel sales, including social

commerce and alternative evolving 

media from the metaverse, NFT, and VR.

Chau Bank is the Chief Information + 

Enterprise Data Officer at CLOROX. She is a 

first-to-market leader who transforms retail 

and CPG Brands while nurturing future 

leaders who are innovating the industry.

Lisa Hellebo-Morales is a co-founder and 

general partner of REFASHIOND Ventures.

She is passionate about helping fashion 

tech and supply chain startups achieve 

industry adoption and scale. 

Lauren Shumrick landed her dream job as 

Technical Director, OFCIO at The Estée 

Lauder Companies Inc. Her career has been 

focused on bringing technical innovation to 

her brands, ahead of the market.

Grabbed the 
Brass Ring 
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Aubrie Pagano sold Bow & Drape to WIN 

Brands, a DTC personalized retail company 

and is now a Managing Partner at Alpaca VC 

focused on thematic investments in the US 

and Canada.

Alexander Wilkis Wilson co-created Gilte 

Groupe, GLAMSQUAD, and Fitz. With two 

exits, she is now working on a growth fund 

called Clerisy 

Kate Morris is Co-Founder at Adore Beauty 

and  Co-Founder at Glow Capital Partners, 

She started Australia’s first beauty e-

commerce site in 1999 from a garage in 

Melbourne at the age of 21. 

Lana Hopkin founded and built Monpurse, 
a personalized approach to luxury retail. 

She recently co-launched some.place with 
connection and community all in one

effortless Web 3 space.

Grabbed the 
Brass Ring 



Grabbed the 
Brass Ring 
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Michelle Cordero Grant loves to build 

impact brands and sold Lively to 

Wacoal, a Japanese lingerie company 

for $85 million USD.

Jessica Couch and Brittany Finkle launched 

WOC Worldwide and have built an amazing 

community cultivating and elevating women 

of color.

Abby Wallach has over 25 years in beauty + 

media. She is the CEO and Co-creator of 

Sparti Scents™, the first fragrance brand 

offering fun-loving, skin-loving fragrances 

for your lifestyle that are pretty, playful, 

colorful, and portable.

Kyla Robinson has focused on innovative 

ways to architect digital product solutions. 

From her first mobile role at Estee Lauder 

Companies at MAC cosmetics to her current 

role as Senior Director of Digital Product at 

SPANX. She works to cultivate young leaders 

along the way.
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"Kelly's Remodista Community has an amazing energy that just creates a 
comfortable and invigorating environment. It's unique and amazing! 
~Michelle Cordero Grant, Founder + CEO of Lively 2017

"In today's fast moving world, you can learn marketing from a textbook. It's 
the doers that are rapidly prototyping and experimenting with creative 
experiences utilizing the best technology and data. The Remodista 
community has allowed leaders in the next generation to create a 
collaborative safe space where we can share problems we are trying to solve 
and advice can be given by expert practitioners." ~Jennie Baik, Co-founder, 
Orchardmile 2017

"Working with Remodista means celebrating a shared belief that 
empowering female executives around the world leads to a healthier bottom 
line. We continue working with Remodista because they offer the highest 
quality connections and content in the industry." ~Charlie Cole, Chief 
eCommerce Officer, Samsonite + Chief Digital Officer, TUMI 2017

"Remodista provides a global community where professionals are able to 
ideate on innovative technology solutions that make our companies better. I 
have benefitted in many ways from this community." ~Chau Banks, CTO, 
Revlon 2018

"Remodista Community Day 2019 was an event like no other. Previous 
conferences I have attended felt overly sales driven with a hint of inspiration. 
This stayed true to the intention of community. The energy and passion 
throughout the day was contagious! I love being a part of the Collective 
Think Workshop, as it was an opportunity to hear through provoking ideas, 
as well as form new friendships with like-minded leaders. Together, we're 
stronger! Thank you for inviting me to this community." ~Elyse Myska, 
Director, Victoria's Secret Pink 2019
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Reach Out And
Change Your Industry

Kelly Stickel
Founder 
Remodista, Inc.
312-371-9302
kelly@remodista.com
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